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Abstract: The Smart Grid has the potential to bring significant value to the various
stakeholders of the electricity market. A methodology for the evaluation of the smart grid
benefits is required to facilitate the decision making by quantifying the benefits expected
from a smart grid project. The present paper proposes a generic framework to assess these
expected benefits taking into account the regulatory, business and technical challenges
focusing particularly on Distributed Systems Operators (DSOs) and end users. An
indicative study case is presented where the proposed cost-benefit approach assesses the
expected value of DSOs from the Smart Grid and determines whether and under what
conditions such an investment should be initiated.
Keywords: smart grid; smart grid communications; grid reliability; benefits of smart grid;
ICT technologies for smart grid
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1. Introduction
The electric power industry is in the early stages of a complete transformation. A significant part of
the existing electrical power infrastructure is worn out and must be replaced. Furthermore, the electric
power industry must satisfy the increasing demand for new services and applications. As the electricity
infrastructure must be upgraded and expanded, it will need enhanced monitoring, control and
communication capabilities [1]. To incorporate new functions and services that range from the
incorporation of intermittent, often distributed, renewable energy sources to the new and efficient ways
that residential, commercial and industrial users consume electricity, the underlying Medium Voltage
(MV) and Low Voltage (LV) power grid must be put through decisive changes. Though, traditionally,
most parts of the electricity supply chain have been a state property, in the last 30 years governments
started privatizing certain parts of the utilities. As a consequence of the withdrawal of natural
monopolies from generation, electricity has become a commodity [2]. The functional separation of the
vertically integrated electric utilities has also led to the development of new business entities and
stakeholders, whereas [3] “Most of the problems that have arisen in electricity, such as those related to
transmission congestion and peaking capacity, are attributable to specific flaws in the integrated spot
market/dispatch process or to failures in taking full advantage of the spot prices arising from this
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process.” This up to now slowly varying electric power transmission and distribution market is finding
itself at the convergence of energy, information and communications technologies (ICT), necessitating
drastic change and innovation to support the intelligent power grid of the 21st century, namely the
Smart Grid. The Smart Grid can be regarded as an ICT-enabled electric power network which can
intelligently integrate/incorporate the actions of all the users connected to it, i.e., generators,
distributors and consumers of energy, aiming at delivering electrical power in a sustainable, economic
and secure way [4]. In addition to enhancing efficiency, reliability and safety, the Smart Grid will also
enable: (i) the smooth integration of distributed generation (DG) of electric power including renewable
sources, (ii) the practically real-time participation of energy producers and consumers into the energy
market and (iii) the introduction of electrical vehicles (EV). All the above new services and/or
enhanced applications necessitate ICT solutions intended specifically for the transmission and the
distribution networks [5]. By properly exploiting its embedded ICT capabilities, the Smart Grid will
enhance the Quality of Service (QoS) and optimize the network assets utilization, handle current and
future demand, reduce costs for providers and consumers, implement disaster recovery plans and offer
operational resilience and efficiency, enable almost real-time participation of consumers in the
electricity market, incorporate all options for energy production and storage, encourage and facilitate
the development of new products and services [6].
The present work deals with the key issues concerning the benefits expected from the Smart Grid
and proposes a framework to assess these benefits from the perspective of the various entities
involved. The first step of the proposed framework is to identify the key technical needs and business
objectives that the electric power industry must address by employing the Smart Grid. Subsequently,
these objectives are appropriately formulated, not necessarily in technical terms only, but also in
non-technical terms expressing what should be accomplished. Next, a set of functions are proposed to
describe the relation of the benefits to objectives taking into account that, though a smart grid
functionality may originally be intended to offer a specific benefit, it may also offer additional benefits
of various types.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 the main objectives of the Smart Grid and
the relevant benefits and benefited sectors involved are classified as well as a relevant literature
overview is presented. In Section 3, regulatory, technical and business considerations related to the
Smart Grid are discussed. In Section 4, a methodological framework is proposed for the assessment of
the smart grid benefits whereas, in Section 5, a realistic study case is presented dealing with the
evaluation of several primary reliability parameters and their economic impact to demonstrate how the
proposed framework can be used.
2. Objectives and Benefits of the Smart Grid
The deployment of the Smart Grid must take into account numerous technical and
commercial/business considerations as well as critical regulatory and environmental issues to conform
to the international technical standards and regulations and satisfy particular social needs and
governmental edicts. The above factors along with the evolution of ICT standards, services and
products will determine the migration strategy from the conventional power grid to the Smart Grid as
well as the relevant expected benefits.
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The Smart Grid will act as an intelligent agent creating economic value in the electricity market.
The latter is divided into: (i) the wholesale electricity market, which will support the necessary
changes in energy flows, introduce new areas for competition and revolutionize the way electricity is
generated, transported and traded as Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and households will
become able to act as Independent Power Producers (IPPs) and (ii) the retail electricity market that
reflects the final level of the electricity supply chain focusing on the interaction between suppliers and
consumers of electricity, though certain aspects related to electricity supply such as metering are
usually undertaken by DSOs [1].
2.1. Targets of the Smart Grid
The Smart Grid aims at:
(i) solving problems related to numerous grid operations such as demand/response (DR),
automated measurement and control, grid monitoring and physical surveillance, real-time load
management, power theft identification, etc.
(ii) ensuring interoperability and security of power supply;
(iii) integrating and managing and all kinds of distributed power generation including renewable
energy sources;
(iv) leveraging the electricity market by allowing demand side participation, providing new tariff
schemes and facilitating the consumers participation in the free energy market [7].
The benefits expected from the Smart Grid can be grouped into four basic categories: operational,
economic, environmental/social and security-specific [8]. The specific benefits offered to DSOs and
the end users are discussed below. The two lists are not exclusive noting that some benefits can be
assigned to both [9].
2.2. Benefits Offered to DSOs
(i) Operational: The enhanced observability and manageability of the power system offered by the
Smart Grid will allow DSOs to reduce the frequency and duration of power interruptions and
outages, thus enhancing system reliability. Also, the preventive grid maintenance facilitated by
the Smart Grid is expected to result in fewer component failures [9];
(ii) Economic: DSOs will benefit from the significant reduction offered by the Smart Grid both
with regard to the technical losses on the distribution grid and to the peak load. Significant
economic benefits will also be offered from leveraging the business opportunities brought in by
the Smart Grid due to DR, microgrid operation, etc. In addition to the improved smart metering
accuracy and the significant reduction of failures and outages, electricity theft will be drastically
reduced and cash flows will improve as a result of timely billing and revenue collection;
(iii) Environmental/social: Lower losses on the transmission and distribution grid will come up due
to network optimization. Also, the Smart Grid operation will enhance the seamless
incorporation of closer-to-the-load power production from distributed renewable energy
generation, thus reducing the proportion of fossil fuel based generation in the overall
generation mix. This will result in fewer emissions due to the expected reduction in the use of
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fossil fuels. Moreover, the integration of intermittent renewable energy generators into the
conventional power grid will also help the DSOs to improve their environmental profile by
directing power generation towards environmentally friendly methods [10]. Also, the
adaptation of power consumption to generation will be beneficial to DSOs since it is important
to avoid reinforcement for the integration of photovoltaic and wind generators by reducing the
feed-in peak. Through an intelligent and more efficient control of distributed energy resources,
backup reserves and other ancillary services, the Smart Grid will maximize the power system
capability to manage intermittent power generation [11,12];
(iv) Security-specific: The enhanced monitoring and physical surveillance of the electricity network
will increase its robustness and resilience both from a physical and a cyber point of view.
2.3. Benefits Offered to End Users
(i) Operational: By enhancing the power system reliability, the Smart Grid will offer better QoS to
the consumers. The consequent reduction in the frequency and duration of power interruptions
and outages will be translated in less productivity and business losses for the consumers.
Moreover, the ability to collect real-time information will give consumers the opportunity to
control their consumption in practically real-time and engage themselves actively in the
electricity market [8]. The significant peak load reduction expected from smart grid operation
will allow the DSOs to reduce their costs and eventually the prices enjoyed by the consumers;
(ii) Economic: In addition to potential bill savings for all consumers, corporate users may enjoy
significant indirect economic benefits as havoc situations that lead to severe losses of
productivity will be prevented;
(iii) Environmental/social: Going green will be facilitated as the Smart Grid will enable the
consumers to migrate to a more dynamic consumption pattern, thus indirectly leading to
reduced energy consumption coming from fossil fuels. Being an essential component of the
Smart Grid, smart metering will give the end-users the opportunity to control—practically in
real time—the amount of energy they consume and how much they spend every month on their
energy bills [13,14]. Demand-side management will enable consumers to adapt their energy
consumption and, consequently, the level of the generated power. Moreover, shifting demand
away from the peak will lower the peak prices [11,12];
(iv) Security-specific: The Smart Grid will offer the end users enhanced protection against
manmade attacks and natural disasters [11,12].
3. Regulatory, Technical and Business Considerations Related to the Smart Grid
3.1. The General Regulatory Framework for DSOs
DSOs usually operate in regulated markets [15,16]. Most regulators consider DSOs as natural
monopolies that: (i) own and manage the MV and LV power grid and the related assets (e.g. power
lines, transformers, switchgear, circuit breakers, sub-stations, meters, etc.) and (ii) guarantee the
delivery of electric power to various kinds of end users. DSOs profit from charging system users
(distributed generators − operators/retailers/consumers) for the transport of electric power from/to their
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premises. Also, the distributed energy generated is directly fed into the distribution network based on a
(regulated) agreement between DSOs and the distributed generation operators (DGOs). The latter pay
a connection charge and, sometimes, an additional use-of-system charge to the DSOs for the transport
of electricity and other system services [17]. Tariffs for power distribution are regulated by the
national regulatory authorities that define or approve the prices set by the DSOs. In general, DSOs
are not permitted neither to own nor operate generation assets connected to their networks nor to
engage in the retail market. As such, their function is quite different from that of other market
stakeholders, namely generators, retailers/suppliers, energy service companies, which participate in
free competitive markets.
Some regulatory frameworks do not allow DSOs to control load shifting/shedding, although it is of
great interest to them [18]. Several activities—the so called ancillary services that, inter-alia, handle
locally the real and reactive power—could be directly procured by DSOs but would require regulatory
approval. In general, the development of the Smart Grid will require enhanced investment and
innovation in the distribution grid, which will normally take place under regulated conditions. Thus,
the regulatory framework must be reformulated to adapt to both new and reconfigured incentives
taking into account the primary policy objectives related to electric power. In this course, regulation
should incentivize innovations of grid operators when they implement assets related to the Smart
Grid [19,20].
3.2. Technical Considerations Related to the Smart Grid
DSOs all over the world have acknowledged that the current ICT infrastructure of most distribution
networks is—for the time being—insufficient for the deployment of the Smart Grid. The energy flow
can not be fully monitored nor controlled since real-time communication either with distributed
generators or with the end users is not possible [21].
3.2.1. Smart Grid Communications
Many DSOs have already deployed backbone fibre communication networks to monitor their
crucial network operations, especially in the High Voltage networks [22]. On the other hand, DSOs
have not yet deployed last mile communication networks to exchange information with the various
nodes of the transmission and distribution grid. In addition to fibre communications, DSOs have other
options to transfer data through the power network. Specifically, DSOs may use:
(i) Power Line Communications (PLC), a technology that moves digital information through the
grid via the very cables used for the transmission and distribution of the electric power [23,24];
(ii) Wireless communication technologies, mainly for the last mile, to connect substations and
provide services related to remote metering.
Reliable backbone communications infrastructure and last mile connectivity are of great interest to
both DSOs and Telecom Companies (Telcos) since significant cost and investment savings are
leveraged due to the drastic acceleration of the deployment of the Smart Grid.
The smart grid communications architecture involves two layers:


The power system layer, responsible for the safety and reliability of the distribution network.
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The communications layer intended for the exchange of information between any nodes of the
power grid.

As reliability and resilience of the smart grid communications network constitute a major concern,
especially to handle power supply interruptions and emergency situations or when alternative
routing/transmission of critical data is not available/guaranteed, DSOs are extremely cautious about
engaging third parties to provide, operate and/or own any part of the smart grid communications
subsystems.
DSOs claim that they must own or, at least, fully control the smart grid communications
infrastructure, which they should deploy and operate with strict resilience specifications, though,
normally, the communications traffic moving through the network is relatively small [4,25,26].
Relying on external, non-dedicated communications infrastructure that might be offered by Telcos, is
considered susceptible to severe risks.
3.2.2. Smart Grid ICT Services
The key functional requirements of the Smart Grid are related to reliability, security,
interoperability, and operational and capital expenditures. These requirements will determine the ICT
technology appropriate by case. Since almost all technologies and systems related to the Smart Grid
already exist [21,25] the roll-out of smart grid projects does not require the development of new
technologies but, instead, the interoperable incorporation of appropriate ICT solutions into the power
system. However, prior to roll-out, important issues must be considered, particularly those related to
capital investments and to the support, maintenance and lifetime of the power system.
Apart from the technical constraints related to the power grid infrastructure and topology, DSOs are
also constrained by the international and national regulatory frameworks as well as by the specific
business culture and modus operandi. On the other hand, the DSOs operation is influenced by the
various stakeholders participating in the electric power market. These constraints/influences critically
affect the selection of ICT solutions and the implementation of smart systems. It is unlikely that a
single ICT solution will be applicable to or suitable for the entire power grid. This necessitates
the standardization and interoperability of all types of information systems and communication
platforms involved.
In addition to the appropriate communications infrastructure (wireless or wired), the deployment of
the Smart Grid requires the definition of specific ICT services which may be classified into the
following two major categories.
3.2.2.1. Critical Services
These are ICT services necessary for the operation of the electric power network in
critical/emergency situations, for example to activate circuit breakers or to connect a back up power
supply unit when necessary. For critical services requiring response times of the order of milliseconds,
both DSOs and Telcos estimate that the existing ICT infrastructure is neither ubiquitous nor
sufficiently robust/reliable [4,26]. Also, many current IP-based networking technologies are not
suitable for smart grid critical services. Therefore, significant investment in advanced ICT
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infrastructure intended for the power grid is required. Taking into consideration that, on the one hand,
it is mainly the regulated DSOs that will invest in the Smart Grid but, on the other hand, all the other
stakeholders will be benefited from it, the questions that need to be answered are:
(i) As the sole responsible for any investment decision on the Smart Grid are the DSOs, should
they engage a Telco/ICT solution provider to procure smart grid services or do it on their own?
(ii) What is the most suitable among the available ICT approaches each time?
New service platforms must be installed exploiting Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) to support
core grid services such as remote monitoring and control. The initiating approach seems to be the
deployment of an ICT infrastructure capable of supporting critical services so that the continuity of
DSO services under critical situations is guaranteed. The higher the availability required the higher the
cost of investment.
3.2.2.2. Generic Services
DSOs have a key role in enabling competition in retail markets by facilitating transparent and
non-discriminatory access to network and customer information. As competition among retailers,
suppliers, and aggregators grows, automated metering approaches enabling fast and reliable
information exchange will be required and new activities and services related to dynamic DR and
micro-generation will be involved. At present, since the majority of traditional and new stakeholders
are not familiar with the Smart Grid concept, it is difficult to accurately define the associated services,
formulate detailed ICT requirements and develop accompanying standards. Anyway, it is not clear to
DSOs how Telcos and ICT solution providers will come up with platforms and solutions available to
all the energy market stakeholders. The stakeholders in the complex electricity supply chain, namely
governments, regulators, network operators, network users—both generators and consumers—network
equipment manufacturers, consultants, suppliers of household appliances and ICT solutions, and
various service providers should engage in the forthcoming competitive environment to facilitate the
successful deployment of the Smart Grid and enjoy its economic, functional and environmentally
benign operation. The complexity of the power supply chain is high and it might become significantly
higher as new technological and economic aspects are identified. Indicatively, in the UK and Germany,
a separate market role is given for the metering service providers—also responsible for the “smart
meter role out”—increasing the necessity as well as the complexity for cooperation in the energy
market/grid and possibly putting new organizational obstacles [27].
3.3. DSO Business Models Related to the Smart Grid
Current regulatory frameworks [26] require that DSOs operate as asset managers deriving income
from tariffs usually regulated at national level. These tariffs set the cost of transporting electric power
across the power network and delivering it to the end users and are usually flat-rate, i.e., independent
of time of day, end use and capacity.
Upon completion of the smart grid roll-out, DSOs will have to apply new business models. One
such model considers DSOs as energy transport service providers (ETSP). This activity might involve
services encompassing consumers, businesses, distributed energy resources (feeding locally generated
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energy into the grid), and transportation (electric vehicle charging). Hence, challenges related to
balancing and peak shaving/load management activities will be created, requiring DSOs to analyze
operational data and use it to optimize the network investment planning.
New ICT solutions together with relevant standards and protocols are needed to support the concept
of prosumer (pro-ducer + con-sumer) and the penetration of home automation. Home energy
controlling hubs must be formed that will collect real-time or near real-time data concerning energy
consumption from smart household appliances to enable intelligent automation. To implement the new
smart-grid-based DSO model, converged broadband communications are necessary for the deployment
of IP-based power networks that will enhance energy efficiency and system reliability at a controllable
investment rate.
Currently, a lot of DSOs own subsidiaries or business units active in electricity generation, trading
and/or supply. Their possible functional separation into a T&D operator and an energy supplier may
create a risk regarding the relation between the DSOs and the retail users as the former may loose their
direct relationship with the latter as they may have to allow access to their billing/usage data and be
left only with the management of the power grid assets. Taking into account that the Smart Grid
employs technologies that allow the end users to indirectly influence the power system operation, such
a perspective would pose challenges to DSOs in their role of market facilitation. A careful assessment
of how the Smart Grid is related to/affected by the various unbundling models is a prerequisite to
establish proper relations among end users, energy suppliers and DSOs.
Many DSOs are investing in aligning their ICT systems to the expected unbundled market structure
and the corresponding business models [26]. The relevant projects do not take into account the
potential impact of future smart grid developments. There is a risk of misalignment, which, in turn,
may lead to unsuccessful investments and potential delays in the deployment of the Smart Grid.
4. Relating the Smart Grid Benefits to Power System Operation and Business Needs
Due, first, to the key role of the Smart Grid in enhancing the reliability, efficiency and security of
energy supply and, second, to the significant investments required a systematic cost-benefit approach
is necessary to assess the benefits expected from a smart grid project and justify its implementation. To
be realistic and effective, the relevant analysis should carefully take into account real data from smart
grid pilot projects, either past or currently developing [28–30].
Benefits can be regarded as the beneficial effects from the deployment of a smart grid project as
assessed by the benefited sectors or entities involved, i.e., the utilities, the end users and the society. In
general, the benefits from Smart Grid may differ from one sector to another or between entities
belonging to the same sector. The DOE-EPRI cost and benefit methodology [31] attempts to allocate
benefits to utilities, consumers, and the society. The various stakeholders in the electricity market will
benefit from the Smart Grid unequally but, hopefully, to the desired degree. Utilities will benefit from
Smart Grid through improved operation including reduction and proper handling of outages, drastic
reduction in technical and non-technical power losses, better asset utilization, automated and more
frequent billing, improved system maintenance and network planning and enhanced grid surveillance.
Consumers will be benefit through more reliable services, reduced businesses losses, potential bill
savings and the ability to almost dynamically adapt their consumption to their needs and/or market
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conditions. The society will benefit from the Smart Grid as it offers improved reliability and security
of power delivery and contributes to the reduction of CO2 emissions by facilitating the transition from
fossil fuel power generation to renewable energy generation.
In order to exactly determine and quantify the benefits, it is important to realize that the beneficial
effects of smart grid projects depend on many project-specific factors, such as the communications
platform implemented, the ICT solutions and operational practices adopted, the applications and
services provided. Therefore, the first step for the assessment of the relevant benefits is to examine the
targets of the specific smart grid project. To go through such an investigation, a proper classification is
required of the assets (technologies/operations/systems) involved in a smart grid deployment and of the
expected benefits.
A detailed classification of the smart grid benefits with regard to the benefited sectors [28–30] is
given in Figure 1. A similar approach adopted to depict the classification of the smart grid benefits
with regard to its optimization targets [31–33] is given in Figure 2. The optimization targets should be
expressed in terms of measurable parameters either quantified in terms of money or related to specific
performance metrics.
It can readily be deduced that a benefit matrix can be formed that associates the various kinds of
benefits with the corresponding benefited sectors. In some cases, benefits derived from functions
supporting various key operational objectives, e.g. to reduce outages, CO2 emissions, etc., might be
complementary. Indicatively, when all consumers react on price signals with steerable devices, such as
heat pumps, EV, etc., but the DSO cannot modify the relevant energy streams, severe problems might
occur; hence, DSOs have to invest to reinforce grid assets. The approach proposed hereafter is focused
on the Distribution and Automation sectors. A more general analysis should take into account complex
situations/scenarios, such as how to allocate profits when different market stakeholders are involved,
how competitors and regulated entities (DSOs/TSOs) should be dealt with, etc.
Figure 1. Classification of smart grid benefits with regard to the benefited sectors.
SMART GRID BENEFITS

ELECTRIC UTILITIES

END USERS

SOCIETY

Optimized
Transmission and Distribution
Network Operation

Dynamic Power Consumption

Enhanced Security
and Resilience of the
Electricity Infrastructure

Enhanced Power
Generation and Storage

Lower Cost of Power Backup

Effective and Highly Reliable
Power Delivery

Lower Frequency and Duration
of Interruptions and Outages

Reduced CO2 Emissions

Extra Revenues from on site
Power Generation
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Figure 2. Classification of smart grid benefits with regard to the target sectors involved.
SMART GRID BENEFITS

ECONOMY

RELIABILITY

SOCIETY/ENVIRONMENT

SECURITY AND SAFETY

Generation Cost Savings

Fewer Power
Interruptions and Outages

Reduced Fossil
Fuel Usage

Lower CO2 Emissions

T&D* Capital Savings

Enhanced Power Quality

Fewer Black-outs

Lower SOx, NOx
and PM Emissions

T&D* O&M** savings

Reduced
Technical Losses

Electricity Theft
Reduction

Notes: * Transmission and Distribution; ** Operation and Maintenance.

Referring to the benefit matrix, all its entries should be studied in detail in the attempt to model and
estimate, preferably in terms of money, the respective benefit of the smart grid and acquire the ability
to process the individual benefits under any criterion. Though the application and usefulness of such a
matrix may differ from one utility to another, the basic concept of the proposed methodology remains
the same. Figure 3 provides a rough schematic mapping of the optimization targets to the benefited
sectors of the electricity market stakeholders.
Figure 3. Mapping of optimization targets to benefited sectors.
Benefited sector
Electric Utilities

End Users

Society

Economy
Optimization Target

Reliability
Security and Safety
Society/Environment

After having identified the key operational requirements and business needs that must be satisfied
by a smart grid deployment, the first step of the required techno-economic analysis is to provide a list
of the objectives that must be accomplished and relate them to the various smart grid functions. The
value of each benefit can be obtained, possibly in terms of maximum annual savings or cost avoidance,
based on calculations concerning the improvement achieved with regard to the objectives. The smart
grid benefits are associated with the various functions which, in turn, are associated with the various
operational requirements and business needs. Therefore, what is important in this procedure is the
correlation of two tables, i.e., of one that records the objectives as columns and the functions as rows
and of one that records the functions as columns and the benefits as rows.
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5. Benefits Expected from Improved Distribution Reliability due to Smart Grid Operation
5.1. A Study Case
Based on the methodology presented in Section 4, Section 5 focuses on assessing the aggregate
benefit expected from improved distribution reliability due to the Smart Grid. This benefit is referred
to by the utilities as one of the primary reasons for implementing Distribution and Automation (DA)
interventions [34–38]. Automatic or remotely controlled switches installed on specific nodes of the
distribution grid enable utilities to identify and restore faults more quickly. Hence, the time the
customers remain without electric power is significantly reduced. As referred to in Sec.4, the specific
business need (BN) addressed is to increase distribution reliability [7] and the relevant objectives
towards its accomplishment are: (i) OBJ1: make the outages less in number and shorter in duration and
(ii) OBJ2: reduce the restoration time and cost.
The functions that have been developed to support a wide analysis that aims at estimating the smart
grid benefits due to DA interventions (and improvement) are tabulated in Table 1 [28].
The two objectives, OBJ1 and OBJ2, are supported by a different set of the above functions. Each
function requires the application of specific technological options, the commercial availability of
which affects the respective implementation time and cost. Taking into account real market data,
realistic assumptions can be made about the time various technological options will become available
within the specified time scale of implementation. When applicable, it is recommended to classify the
time schedule into three time horizons: near-term (between 0 and 5 years), mid-term (between 5 and 15
years), and long-term (exceeding 15 years).
The benefits related to increase the distribution reliability are determined based on the changes
caused to one or more of the following reliability metrics: System Average Interruption Duration Index
(SAIDI); System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI); and Customer Average Interruption
Duration Index (CAIDI). SAIDI is the system average duration of sustained outages and SAIFI is the
system average number of sustained outages. CAIDI is the average duration of sustained interruptions
per outage event. The proposed methodology takes into account how the transition from the
conventional power grid to the Smart Grid affects the above reliability metrics [39–44].
In Table 2 the assumptions concerning the SAIFI improvement of a hypothetical electric power
network serving as the study case [45] are given in terms of percentage probability.
In each case the partial SAIFI improvement is evaluated as the intersection of the independent
functions involved. The aggregate SAIFI improvement is evaluated as the union probability of the partial
SAIFI improvement events. To determine the benefit related to the aggregate SAIFI improvement, one
should: (i) translate the latter in minutes of outage or, equivalently, in extra minutes of served energy
demand for the various customer groups (home users, corporate users, etc.) and (ii) evaluate the extra
revenue offered to the utility. The amount of extra energy sold could constitute a new billable event,
i.e. new revenue, for the utility but it can also be viewed as cost avoidance or risk reduction for both
the DSOs and the end users involved. Though the evaluation of the former benefit is straightforward,
the evaluation of the latter one is complex and depends drastically on the customer group considered
each time. The usefulness or gravity of the electric energy for the various customer groups and how
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their business or ordinary life might be affected varies significantly and costs differently as power
interruptions or outages affect the economic position of different customer groups unequally.
Table 1. Functions related to DA and supporting to the smart grid.
Functions
Automatic Voltage and VAR Control
(F01)

Automatic Feeder Reconfiguration—
Single-Level (F02)
Automatic Feeder Reconfiguration—
Multi-Level (F03)
Optimum Power Flow Analysis (F04)
Distributed Energy Resources (DER)
Monitoring (F05)
DER Control by Unit (F06)
DER Control by Class (F07)
Automatic Protection Reconfiguration
(F08)
Isolation of Higher Impedance Faults
(F09)
Automatic Switching—Local (F10)

Automatic Switching—Central (F11)
Automatic Condition-Based
Equipment Maintenance (F12)
Low-Impact Fault Detection (F13)
Automatic Islanding and
Resynchronization (F14)
Real-Time Communications from the
Utility to the Customer (F15)
Automatic Phase Load Balancing
(F16)
Real‐Time Communications from the
Customer to the Utility (F17).

Benefits
It can be implemented by a DSO based on operating strategies, or in response to
local or regional contingency or outage events. It also includes the ability to adjust
or optimize the distribution power factor to reduce losses or achieve specific
power factor targets.
Individual feeders can be reconfigured and optimized, including coordinated
switching on the primary feeder or its laterals, or with an adjacent feeder. This
may be in response to an outage or for peak load control.
Multiple distribution feeders in an area may be reconfigured and optimized,
including those with tie points to one or more substations.
Real-time monitoring and analysis enables distribution operators to make
decisions concerning system performance, reliability, power quality, losses and
asset utilization.
Individual DER units are monitored for status and output; this information is
available to the utility staff in near real-time.
Individual DER units are controlled independently by utilities in near real-time to
improve distribution system efficiency and performance.
Individual DER units are controlled in groups or classes, either by the utilities or
third-party operators, in near real-time.
It addresses circuit loading and two-way power flow issues associated with high
DER penetration.
It enables faster isolation of high impedance faults in order to minimize safety
hazards and reduce damage to equipment and property.
It is used to isolate faulted segments of distribution circuits to reduce the duration
and scope of power outages. It can also reduce the time and effort required for
crews to travel between switch positions and operate the devices manually.
Switches will operate automatically in response to signals from a central
distribution management system.
Distribution units equipped with sensors that monitor the grid condition and report
accordingly increase the reliability and reduce the cost of maintenance.
It reduces the stress on the transmission and distribution infrastructure prolonging
their expected lives and reducing equipment failures.
It is fundamental to microgrid operation; it isolates loads within microgrids, and
enhances the operating flexibility of the utilities in certain areas.
Utilities can communicate directly with customers in real time to provide
information such as price signals, network conditions, restoration times, and
safety advice.
It provides real-time measurements of customer consumption and manages
the load through Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) supporting
customers decisions.
As in F15
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Table 2. SAIFI assumptions and calculations.

Assumptions Concerning the SAIFI Improvement
Automatic Switching (F10)
Percentage of SAIFI caused by mainline outages
Percentage of previously affected customers that do not experience an interruption
System percentage that employs automatic switching
Percentage of time adjacent feeder is capable of carrying transferable load
Partial SAIFI improvement due to Automatic Switching (P10 = P10,1P10,2P10,3P10,4)
Automatic Condition-Based Equipment Maintenance (F12)
Percentage of SAIFI related to distribution equipment failures
Percentage of equipment failures that are reduced due to early detection
Percentage of equipment that affects SAIFI by monitoring equipment
Partial SAIFI improvement due to Automatic Condition-Based Equipment
(P12 = P12,1P12,2P12,3)
Low-Impact Fault Detection (F13)
Percentage of SAIFI caused by this type of equipment failure
Percentage of failures reduced by low-impact fault detection
Percentage of relevant equipment employing this capability
Partial SAIFI improvement due to Low-Impact Fault Detection (P13 = P13,1P13,2P13,3)
Automatic Islanding and Resynchronization (F14)
Percentage of customers included in microgrids
Percentage of outages that would be avoided as a result of microgrid formation
Percentage of customers located within the microgrid that does not have lines down.
Partial SAIFI improvement due to Automatic Islanding and Resynchronization
(P14 = P14,1P14,2P14,3)
Aggregate SAIFI improvement PSAIFI =P10 + P12 + P13 + P14 − (P10P12 + P10P13 + P10P14 + P12P13 +
P12P14 + P13P14) + (P10P12P13 + P10P12P14 + P12P13P14) − P10P12P13P14)

Partial (%)
SAIFI
Improvement
P10,1 = 50%
P10,2 = 50%
P10,3 = 50%
P10,4 = 75%
P10 = 9.38%
P12,1 = 44%
P12,2 = 75%
P12,3 = 75%
P12 = 24.75%

P13,1 = 0,5%
P13,2 = 90%
P13,3 = 100%
P13 = 0.45%
P14,1 = 1%
P14,2 = 90%
P14,3 = 50%
P14 = 0.45%
PSAIFI = 32.40%

As an example network owners receive revenue: (i) from connection charges—which are not
directly related to energy flow and (ii) from the use-of-system charges—which are related to energy
flow. Any attempt to improve system efficiency and reduce the peak load does not necessarily reduce
the energy volume. In fact, it is the adaptive energy shifting that makes the aggregate use of energy
more efficient. Heat pumps and electrical vehicles are both applications aiming at shifting from fossil
fuels to electricity but, at the same time, leading to increased electricity demand, though to a lower
overall primary energy consumption. Reducing energy consumption by improving efficiency is a
sustainable way of contributing towards achieving fundamental targets related to electric power. In
many cases current regulatory frameworks provide the regulated organizations with incentives to
increase their cost efficiency by reducing their operating expenses without, however, ensuring the
financial health required by such capital‐investment projects. It is questionable whether additional cost
reductions can still be achieved in the traditional power grid. Indeed, further pressure on cost
reductions may result in severe QoS loss. An alternative way to compensate for the above trade-off
would be a new regulatory framework that incentivizes the implementation of the Smart Grid and
allows DSOs to recover their investments at a market rate. The final price paid by customers should
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differentiate the energy price component and the grid access tariff component, the last one consisting
of the transmission and distribution costs as well as other regulated costs [46].
A reasonable assumption could be that the remuneration of distribution and transmission
companies, viewed as regulated entities, should not be determined solely from the volatility in energy
demand but should reflect the development, proper maintenance and efficient operation of their
networks and their components. A careful analysis is recommended concerning the market effects on
the network operators in their attempt to make investments on smart grids. To translate the benefit into
money, specific macroeconomic measurements and estimations must be employed. The indicative
study case presented in Table 2 [7] is summarized in Table 3 wherefrom it is conclude that the change
in SAIDI is translated into a significant average increase in time of operation per year per customer.
Table 3. Benefits due to less power outages.
Current SAIFI
(# outages)
Current SAIDI
(min.)

1.066
108.3

Change in
SAIFI (%)
Change in
SAIDI (%)

32.4
32.4

New SAIFI
(# outages)
New SAIDI
(min.)

0.721
73.2

Knowing the number of customers, their tariffs and their utility functions, the aggregate benefit due
to SAIDI improvement can be evaluated in terms of money.
5.2. Guidelines for the Assessment of a Smart Grid Investment
Translating benefits into money is essential for an investment decision and must be based on the
aggregate beneficial change brought about by the smart grid project [47–53]. Therefore, to evaluate
and compare past, present and future values, a baseline (or reference) scenario is necessary. Referring
to the study case presented in Section 5.1 that aims at assessing the operating net cash flows generated
by deploying the smart grid infrastructure to increase distribution reliability, one may consider the
number of minutes of unserved energy demand in the year prior to the beginning of smart grid
operation as the reference scenario and evaluate the subsequent increase in sales and/or savings on this
basis. To measure the change caused by the transition to smart grid operation, two scenaria, namely the
baseline scenario and the roll-out one, must be studied. The objective of the former is to give the actual
state of the power system prior to the deployment of the smart grid project whereas the objective of the
latter is to describe the state of the power system during and after the deployment of the smart grid
project. The two latter states can be readily determined as they can be accurately measured based on
the improved operation implemented by the Smart Grid. On the other hand, assessing the baseline
scenario might be difficult in practice since the baseline state can not always be measured accurately.
Therefore, the baseline scenario is often based on historical data or interpolations of relevant
measurements. It is important that both the baseline and the roll-out scenaria are conducted within a
specific time duration.
Having determined the baseline and roll-out scenaria, the economic analysis needs to collect and
process the information required to translate the smart grid benefits into money. Depending on the
benefit, this information might be in the form of raw data, such as hour of served energy demand, or in
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analytic form, such as line losses at transmission and distribution level. All kinds of data must be
expressed in terms of units (e.g., in KWh), which could be easily translated into money.
The cost data to process should, at least, comprise the following: annual generation cost, price of a
peaking generator, cost of ancillary services, distribution maintenance cost, distribution operation cost,
technical losses, percentage of electricity theft, outage time, value of lost load, meter reading cost,
restoration cost, CO2 emissions cost.
Though the above cost elements may vary in the future, the QoS for all stakeholders should be
improved at low cost. As most DSOs view the active grid management as a complementary action to
network enhancement, they must intensify their engagement in smart grid projects in order to assure
improved QoS to customers and because of their prominent role in system security. Certainly,
governments and regulatory bodies have to work together towards an optimized retail market model
encompassing all participants in the value chain, from generators to consumers, in order to minimize
the total cost.
As a result of increased interaction among the electricity market stakeholders, the data flows that
DSOs will have to manage are expected to increase. The consumers should be properly informed and
trained to retrieve and process the available information to acquire the related benefits. The cost of
implementing a smart grid solution or functionality should always be lower than the cost of a
conventional solution or the cost of doing nothing. It is important to take into account that system
operators may have to invest and develop the smart grid infrastructure in favor of other agents.
Therefore, both the aggregate cost/benefit of each smart grid solution and the cost/benefit for each
stakeholder should be properly analyzed and estimated.
As previously mentioned, a specific benefit is quantified by the difference of the respective values
after (roll-out scenario) and before (baseline scenario) the implementation of a smart grid project. The
value of a benefit in terms of money is given by:
Benefit ($ or €) = [Value] roll-out − [Value] baseline

(1)

After translating the benefits into money, it is important to determine the net present value (NPV) of
a smart grid project. NPV results from subtracting A from B, where A is the capital expenditure
(CAPEX) required to implement the smart grid project brought to the present time and B is the present
value of the incremental operating cash flows generated due to the smart operation of the power grid.
To evaluate the present value of future operating cash flows, which express the annual long run
incremental costs of operation (OPEX, operational expenditure) and revenues, the relevant amounts of
money are discounted by a discount interest and summed. The CAPEX components are related to
investments for procuring capital assets supportive of generation, transmission and distribution,
operation and maintenance, ancillary services, equipment controlling CO2, SO2, NOx, emissions,
operation and permits, etc. In general, the CAPEX components are annual and reflect the budget
available/required to acquire the capital assets for setting up an investment, in this case a smart grid
project. The investment is financially assessed for a longer period of time. Based on the above
considerations, the NPV of a smart grid investment is given by:
NPV ($ or €) =

N


i 1

OCFi

1  r 

i

−

K


i 0

CAPEX i

1  r 

i

(2)
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where N is the number of years within which the particular smart grid project is evaluated; K is the
number of years within which the capital investment in the smart grid project is expected to take place
(K < N); OCF stands for Operating Cash Flows (OCF = EBIT − Taxes + Depreciation, where EBIT
stands for Earnings Before Interests and Taxes. In the case of a smart grid project, earnings represent
the money saving due to the project implementation and can be evaluated by summing net new
revenues and cost reductions); r is the discount interest (usually equal to the Weighted Average Cost
of Capital).
The NPV given by (2) can assist the decision making on whether and how to finance a smart grid
investment. Large NPV values favor the initiation of the smart grid project under consideration. A
negative NPV implies a careful reconsideration of the smart grid project, unless it leads to an
immediate rejection. If the NPV is close to zero, reconsidering and possibly redesigning the project is
strongly recommended. A critical factor in determining the NPV is the discount interest. It is usually
recommended that this interest be the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC), i.e., a weighted
average of equity and debt, reflecting the cost of financing such a project from various funding sources
after having incorporated a reasonable return for the shareholders. The WACC can be determined
either as pre (including taxes) or post (excluding taxes) value or in real (i.e., without inflation) or
nominal (with inflation) terms. As investments will act catalytically toward the development of the
Smart Grid, policy makers should formulate a clear mandate and provide clear incentives to stimulate
investments in the grid infrastructure. Market definitions and roles and many aspects of the regulatory
framework must be reconsidered from a long-term, forward-looking perspective. As the various
participants in the value chain of the energy market will enjoy cumulative benefits from the Smart Grid
regulatory flexibility is necessary. Finally, a sensitivity analysis that takes into account how the NPV is
affected by the various smart grid parameters must be conducted so that the project evaluators are able
to assess the alternatives available.
6. Conclusions
The present paper proposes a generic framework for the assessment of the benefits expected from
the Smart Grid. The basic concept of the Smart Grid and its effect on the electricity market
stakeholders are outlined together with the new business models that deserve the consideration of
policy makers and regulators. The benefits expected from the Smart Grid are classified according to
the various stakeholders with emphasis on DSOs and the end users. A methodological framework for
the evaluation of the smart grid benefits is proposed based on the idea of relating the various categories
of benefited sectors to the optimization targets related and identifying the particular grid functions that
are affected. An indicative study case related to distribution and automation is presented to
demonstrate the proposed framework. Finally, the net present value method is applied to assess the
investment in a smart grid project based on the benefits it offers, the CAPEX it requires and the cost of
its financing. The framework of WACC evaluation and its implications to the assessment of a smart
grid project can be the objective of further research. Investing in the Smart Grid is expected to yield
significant benefits to the electricity market stakeholders.
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